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Dynamiq unveils futuristic 55m explorer superyacht concept Global 550
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Dynamiq has unveiled the interior renderings of the 55-metre Global 550 eco-explorer superyacht, which showcases

an elegant design.

The superyacht features exterior design penned by the Monaco-based studio Dobroserdov Design, while her interior

was imagined by ZROBIM architects and long-term Dynamiq partners Vripack Design were responsible for her naval

architecture.

Set to showcase a strong and light all-aluminium hull, the Global 550 superyacht has been designed with natural

elements in mind. Notable features include, panoramic lounges situated on each deck, underwater drones and even a
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telescope. In addition, the explorer yacht will exude luxury, housing a helipad and an opulent spa area, complete with

a hammam and a sauna.

Embodying a natural minimalistic interior aesthetic, ZROBIM architects thoughtfully fused natural materials, such as

American oak, wenge and dark Shimo ash with varying stone textures, across a neutral colour palette. Designed for

long-term sailing in cold waters, ZROBIM architects wanted to ensure the onboard experience was homely and

inviting.

Aspects of the natural world, such as glaciers and mountain ranges have also influenced the shape of the

superyacht’s interior, for example Golden Queen onyx sinks included in the interior design resemble a glacier

submerged in water. Art objects formed from aged wood and textured wall panellings also encompass the interior

aesthetic, enhancing the yacht’s natural essence. Extensive windows will line the superyacht’s interior, merging the

outdoor with the indoor.

The Global 550 superyacht is set to showcase four stabliser fins, compared to the usual two, paired with a Hull Vane

to allow for smooth sailing. Powered by two efficient Volvo Penta heavy duty engines, the superyacht will reach an

almost double transatlantic range on one tank, exceeding 5,000 nautical miles. The explorer yacht will also boast

21,000 litre fresh water tanks and an abundance of storage onboard. In addition, the superyacht promises to display

the latest filtration solutions for exhaust gases and water treatment.
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